Trump Forces and ISIS Attack
SAA Outposts in Al-Bukamal
Source: SyriaNews
Trump Forces along with ISIS (ISIL, Daesh, al-Qaeda in Iraq
and the Levant) terrorist groups carried out a coordinated
attack against an SAA outpost in Al Bukamal area, southeast of
Deir Ezzor.
The ‘ISIS Airforce’ aka ‘Illegal International Coalition to
Support ISIS’ bombed an artillery post of the Syrian Arab Army
in the Sukkariyeh area, west of Al bukamal.
US-led coalition attack was at 11:30 pm yesterday Saturday
evening, and caused the injuring of two SAA soldiers and the
destroying of the artillery cannon.
Simultaneously, herds of ISIS terrorists carried out an attack
against Syrian Arab Army posts positioned in the area from the
Baghouz axis, where the Trump Forces Murdered 5 children and 3
women end of last month, east of the Euphrates adjacent to the
borders with Iraq.
The SAA units operating in the area have repelled US-sponsored
ISIS attacks and killed and injured most of the ISIS
attackers.
This US-led illegal coalition attack against a Syrian Arab
Army unit is usually accustomed with attacks by ISIS
terrorists or to secure their retreating terrorists from
battlefronts with the SAA troops.
A previous similar attack by the US-led Coalition on SAA units
in Al-Bukamal area was merely 8 months ago, in similar tactics
and purposes by the illegal Coalition.
When the US-led illegal Coalition cannot attack SAA or any of

its allies posts inside Syria and protecting the Syria people,
the Coalition murders the Syrian people directly. A long list
of such crimes against humanity committed in the past few
months in the province of Deir Ezzor alone of such nature.
This comes in addition to previous war crimes committed by the
US-led coalition in Raqqa city which was ‘completely
obliterated, and not ‘liberated from ISIS’ as they claimed
from ISIS.
The Syrian Arab Army and its allies were on the verge of
cleaning the entire province of Deir Ezzor during their swift
advance in the region in late 2017, before the US and its
cronies in the illegal coalition jumped to the rescue of ISIS
and drew a line to prevent the SAA from chasing ISIS, with the
Russian approval, one of the fatal Russian miscalculations in
the Syrian Crisis.

